On the Essence of Multiplication
GENEVIEVE BOULE I

Wittgenstein (1953) warned that:

if you want to pronounce the salutation •Hail!' expressively, you had better not think of hailstones as you
say it. (p 175)
Likewise, ifyou want to 'multiply', you had better not think
of 'adding',. The repeated addition model of the operation of
multiplication has been justifiably challenged in contemporary mathematical didactics research First of all, such a
model does not account for all multiplicative situations. For
example, according to Greet (1992):
Cartesian products provide a quite different context for
multiplication of natural numbers. [ .. ] This class of

situations conesponds to the formal definition of
m x n in terms of the number of distinct mder ed pairs
that can be formed when the first member of each pair
belongs to a set with m elements and the second to a
set with n elements (p 277)
Also, as Davydov (1992) remarked, the repeated addition
definition of multiplication presents fmther difficulties in the
case of multiplying by one:
if given 2xl, then what is added to what? (p. 13)

However, a smvey of this literatme reveals that in each case
either the traditional concept is (perhaps unintentionally)
reintroduced surreptitiously into the new theory or the
theory requires a fickle concept of multiplication, one that
varies according to the different multiplicative situations
Nonetheless, it is possible to formulate a uniform concept
of multiplication that is not simply another arithmetical
operation in disguise, such as that of addition. In fact, I will
offer below just such an account, one that also recognises
anew the importance of the roles of multiplier and multiplicand and relies on the asymmetty between them However,
before doing so, I present and criticize cmrent themies of

multiplication in order to pave the way for an alternative
foundation for the concept of multiplication

Cunent theories of multiplication
In their attempt to replace the ttaditional theory of multipli-

cation as simply repeated addition, Nantais and Herscovics
(1990) introduce the following physical procedure, for
which they claim multiplication is an arithmetic reflection
and quantification:
A sittration is perceived as multiplicative when the whole

is viewed as resulting from the repeated iteration of a
one-to-one or a one-to-many correspondence. (p 289)
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They arrived at this working definition of multiplication by
considering Piaget and Szeminska 's (1967) identification
of a physical operation of multiplying:
Une multiplication arithmetique est une equi-disttibu-

tion, telle que si n x m on ait n collections de m termes,
ou m collections de n termes, qui conespondent biunivoquement entte eux (p 253)
Although the physical procedure that they offer differs from
the one of equal groups usually illusttating repeated addition
(Greet, 1992, p. 280), Nantais and Herscovics (1989)
reimport the traditional model of repeated addition at the
mathematical tier of their analysis of the concept of multiplication This is not surprising since Piaget and Szeminska
(1967), on whose work this physical procedure rests, are
explicit in their analysis of arithmetical multiplication as
repeated addition. There, they claim that:
Des lots I' addition A 1 + A 2 ~ 2A est par cela meme une
multiplication, laquelle signifie que Ia collection A 1
est doub!ee par une autre collection A,. lui correspondant de ta,on bi-univoque et reciproque (p 253)
Furthermore, there are two other fundamental problems with

this definition First, the action of repeated iteration of the
one-to-one or one-to-many correspondence seems more like
an action for division than one for multiplication; it does
not capture what sets multiplicative thinking apart from
additive thinking. Second, the attempt to define the concept
of multiplication by way of defining the physical action
proper to it is putting the cart before the horse. Multiplica-

tion is an operation on numbers and not on physical objects
Outside the context of obtaining a product[ .. ] real

operations themselves do not have meaning These
operations are in unity (in the same system) with operations consisting of writing down multiplication
formulas. (Davydov, 1992, p. 18)
In other words, that multiplication can be illustrated concretely does not imply the operation is necessarily born of a

real operation perfOrmed on concrete objects.
Although the Nantais and Herscovics (1989, 1990) theory
(derived from Piaget and Szeminska's earlier work) offers a
uniform concept of multiplication, it still inherits the inade-

quacies of the traditional theory. In contrast, most other
researchers, while alive to the failings of the repeated
addition theory, offer alt.ematives that require different
senses of multiplication for different multiplicative situations. For example, Anghileri (1989) accounts for the
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different multiplication situations by assigning many different aspects to the concept:
It has been found in previous research [. ] that the
cartesian product aspect of multiplication is more difficult for children to understand (in that, related tasks
are solved less easily) than tasks reflecting the repeated
addition or rate aspects of multiplication The present
study implemented tasks relating to six different
aspects of multiplication: equal grouping/repeated
addition, allocation/rate 1, array, number line, scale
factor/rate 2, cartesian product. (p. 369)

Davydov, while agreeing with the idea of the transfer of
units of count as the foundation of multiplication, rejects
Fridman's claim that such a transfer is from the larger- to the
smaller-scaled unit. He argnes that:
Such a description of multiplication is not inconceivable, provided that known and established standards
of large-scale units of count, which are already being
actively utilized by people in counting small objects
(for example, it is already accepted to count jars of
preserves by the box, and other objects in pairs, by the
dozen, etc.), are adopted beforehand. (p 16)

A similar proliferation of senses is found in Greer (1992,
p. 280), where he provides a more exhaustive classification
of multiplicative situations into ten types: equal groups,
equal measures, rate, measure conversion, multiplicative
comparison, part-whole, multiplicative change, Cartesian

In other words, how can the smaller unit be determined by
the larger if and when the units are not standard? Davydov
claimed that the very nature of the problem in which multiplication arises determines that the transfer is naturally
performed from the smaller- to the larger-scaled unit:

product, rectangular area and product of measures. And,

We believe that [ ] the problem in which sets were
counted out with units which were then designated as
'small' was an original and thorough problem. I he
inconvenience or the impossibility of a practical solution to this problem required a change of units, a
transfer to larger-scaled, bigger units [ ]ln the comse
of this operation standard group units were then
worked out, the use of which more or less turned into
an autonomous problem with time (p 17)

although Vergnaud (1983, p 128) does not offer an explicit
theory of the operation of multiplication, his classification of
multiplicative problems into the three different subtypes

(isomotphism of measures, product of measures and multiple proportion other than product) also suggests a
non-uniform theory of multiplication, in that each subtype
requires a distinct concept of multiplication
Considering multiplication via the classification of
multiplicative situations or problems certainly does go
beyond the scope of the repeated addition analysis. However, discerning the concept of multiplication by exantining

multiplicative situations or problems is a circular endeavour
What is it that these situations or problems all have in common by virtue of which they are characterized as
'multiplicative'? In other words, if the concept of multiplication is. in fact, multifaceted, then what binds these
different facets into a single common concept?

A different view
Lebesgue's (1975) remark concerning multiplication inadvertently provides the common thread counecting such
diverse multiplicative situations as those highlighted above:
Toute question qui conduit a une multiplication est un
probleme de changement d'unite, ou d'objets: 5 sacs de
300 pommes; 3m.75 d'etoffea 28fr45le metre (p. 13)

In fact, it was this remark, as well as the ideas of Fridman
(1963), which inspired the work of Davydov (1992)
Fridman notes that:
A major improvement in the operation of counting
objects [. ] is the introduction of group count (for
example, cigarettes can be counted as packs) Each
group appears as a singular unit of count (all groups
contain, of course, an equal number of objects)
(cited in Davydov, 1992, p 15)

Clark and Karnii (1996) provide a good example of the distinction between thinking in terms of repeated addition and
that of multiplicative thinking, as well as exemplifying
Davydov's view by considering the group count involved
in the multiplication 3 x 4, as shown in Figure 1 below. They
claim:
additive thinking involves only one level of abstraction in that each unit of tluee that the child adds is made
of ones, that is, tluee ones. Ihe child also makes inclusion relations on only one level; he or she includes one
in two, and two in three, and so on up to twelve [. ]
In contrast, multiplication neces~arily involves the
making of two kinds of relations not required in addition: (a) the many-to-one correspondence between the
tJu·ee units of one and the one unit of tluee; and (b) the
composition of inclusion relations on more than one
level. (pp 42-43)
Additive
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Multiplicative

•

1n light of this idea of group count, Fridman then specifically
advances the thesis that multiplication as an arithmetic procedure is:
a reflection of a transfer operation from a larger unit of
count to a smaller one (p. 15)

Figure 1 Additive vs multiplicative thinking
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This inclusion relation involves a transfer of units in that
the multiplicand '3' counts the number of items while the
multiplier '4' counts the number of triples of these. Thus,
Davydov's question regarding the problematic repeated
addition definition in the case of multiplication by one is
easily answered: in the case of Z multiplied by I, 'Z',
Davydov's smaller unit of count, is counting the number of
items while the '1', the larger unit of count, is counting the
number of pairs of these.
An

extended theory

My own account takes as its point of departure the work of
Davydov (199Z), which differs in important ways from the
ideas discussed in the first section above Wbile he provides
a uniform theory of multiplication, it is restricted to
the domain of natural numbers. With Davydov (199Z), I
accept that:
the assumption (and it is more acceptable from the
psychological-genetic point of view) that primary and
fundamental operations, which are at the basis of
multiplication, consist of transfening from a smaller
to a larger unit and finding their relationship is fully
justified (p. 17)
However, can such a concept of multiplication be made
universal, i e apply in the domain of real numbers?
The negative numbers
Multiplication is a little more bothersome than addition
in the present context, since products of negative rationals are positive (Rudin, 1976, p 19)
Consider first the case of negative numbers
The conceptual introduction of the negative numbers
has been surprisingly slow It has lasted more than
fifteen hundred years. (Glaeser, 1981, p. 304, trans)
In spite of tltis introduction alluding to the unveiling of the
result of the long, historical quest for a concept of negative
number underlying its formal mathematical existence,
Glaeser comes to the conclusion that the mle of signs (i e. a
negative times a negative yields a positive) is an example
ofjust those mathematical phenomena for which a concreteoriented pedagogy is actually damaging to learning (p 344)
Following in the footsteps of Glaeser (1981), CoquinViennot (1985, p. 183) also claims that although concrete
models for representing additive structures with negative
numbers, such as that of the popular debt and asset, one can
in some instances help the begimring learner, they become
utterly useless for learning multiplication. Of course, if
the negativity of the number is being confounded with the
operation of subtraction (e g -I stands for "take away I"),
then the rule of signs (i e -ax -b = +ab) can indeed be
ntisinterpreted as the miraculous acquiting of assets by the
multiplication of debts! As it is, therein lies the very source
of the historical problem that troubled many great mathematicians over the years (MacLaurin, d' Alembert and Euler,
to name a few): conceiving of negative numbers as representing negative quantities
Kline (196Z), on the other hand, claims quite the
opposite of Glaeser and Coquin-Viennot in stating that:
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The operations with negative numbers and with negative and positive numbers together are easy to
understand if one keeps in mind the physical significance of these operations (p 67)
And, he even promotes the familiar debt and asset model,
with an important modification. He can contend with multiplication (and division) equations involving negatives
simply by introducing the feature of direction in time into
the model
Suppose a man goes into debt at the rate of 5 dollars per
day Then in 3 days after a given date he will be 15 dollars in debt. If we denote a debt of 5 dollars as -5, then
going into debt at the rate of 5 dollars per day for 3 days
can be stated mathematically as 3 x (-5) = -15 [. ... ]In
the very same situation in which a man goes into debt at
the rate of 5 dollars per day, his assets three days before
a given date are 15 dollars more than they are at the
given date If we represent time before the given or
zero date by -3 and the loss per day as -5, then his
relative fmancial position 3 days ago can be expressed
as -3 x (-5) = + 15; that is, to consider his assets three
days ago, we would multiply the debt per day by -3,
whereas to calculate the financial status three days in
the future, we multiply by +3 Hence the result is + 15 in
the former case compared to -15 in the latter. (p 68)
If negative numbers differ from positive numbers ouly in so
far as they are numbers with direction (Freudenthal, 1983),
then multiplication formulas involving such numbers can
be reduced to the multiplication of positive numbers with the
additional feature of direction For example, on the number
line, a product such as that of '3 x -4' can be interpreted as
"thr·ee leaps of fom hops to the left, arriving at the position
-IZ". (Note here the clarity of the ttansfer of units from the
smaller hops to larger leaps ) Consequently, the charge
( + or -) indicating the direction of the number is of no
primary concern in a theory of multiplication in so far as
the concept of multiplication itself need not be altered to
accommodate the additional feature of direction In other
words, the idea of a transfer of units of count remains central
to the operation of multiplication, whether the numbers
involved are positive or negative
It should be kept in mind that the product of any two
integers is larger than either factor and this is so even in
those cases in which one of the factors is negative. Indeed,
recalling Kline's debt and asset example, I can safely say
that a debt of 15 dollars (-15) is larger than a debt of 5 dollars (-5) It would also be difficult to convince people to
consider the temperature -30°C to be "much less hot" (i e,
smaller in heat) than say -Z°C; it is more natural to tltink of
-30°C as being "much colder" (i e, larger in cold) than _zoe
In other words, it is the magnitude of the product, not its
direction, that is important here
Of course, the integers constitute an ordered set, but as
Rudin (1976) has pointed out:
The statement '.x < y' may be read as 'xis less than y'
or 'xis smaller than y' or 'x precedes y'. (p. 3)
That is, it can make sense to consider size (xis smaller than
y) as the ordering criterion on the natural numbers in so far

as they can represent quantities, but on the set of all integers,

the criterion must be position (x precedes y) Therefore, it is
still possible to think in terms of a 'large' negative product in
relation to the factors of the multiplication without
compromising the order defmed on the set of integers I will
return to this distinction between the product's magnitude
and its direction in my concluding remarks.

The rational numbers
Next, there are fom different types of multiplication formulas possible in the domain of positive rational numbers. A
first kind, as is discussed in Davydov (1992), is one in which
both the multiplier (which he calls the larger unit) and the
multiplicand (the smaller unit) are integers. I note that in
such a formula the only operation performed is that of a
transfer of unit of count (a particular kind of measme).
Consequently, in this sense, I shall say that the product of
two integers is pure multiplication The following excerpt
taken from Davydov's teaching experiment provides an
excellent example of such pme multiplication:
With what measme (unit) did we measure out the
water?
We measmed out the water with a mug
Yes, we worked with a mug But when we took one
mug of water how many little glasses did we thereby
take all at once?
When we took the mug once this was five little glasses
all at once
But did we really take the water with the little glasses
pomed out one, two and up to five little glasses?
No! This we found out earlier we measured out and
found out that there are five little glasses in one mug
And then with what did we measme out the water?
Then we worked with the mug.
How many mugs of water tmned out to be in the jar?
Six mugs altogether
How many times does that mean we took the water
with the mugs?
Six times
You know there are five little glasses in one mug How
many times did we take five little glasses when we
measured the water out with mugs?
We took five little glasses six times
That is right! We took five little glasses and all at once
six times! (p 25)
However, the product of an integer and a fraction, although
stili an operation of multiplication, invokes the operation of
division by vittue ofthe very nature of the fraction involved
in the operation. The asymmetry characteristic of this
extended theory is prominent here in that numerical expressions are treated differently according to their roles as either
multiplier or multiplicand This distinction between the
two roles is necessary if multiplication is an operation
that involves a transfer of units, from the smaller one to a
larger one, a distinction that may be blurred by the commutative law.
However, it must be kept in mind that the commutative
law merely states that the products of the two multiplications
a x b and b x a are equal, not that the two multiplications
themselves are identical In light of this, depending on

whether the fraction assumes the role of multiplier or multiplicand, this results in two different formulas. If the
multiplier is a whole number and the multiplicand is fractional, then the product is still predominantly an operation of
multiplication, but one in which the smaller unit of measme
(the multiplicand) must first be determined by division. For
example, in Figme 2 you can see that, in '3 times 1/2', the
multiplicaud '1/2' is first obtained by dividing the smaller
unit of measure into two parts

One half of one unit

One half of one unit

One half of one unit

Figure 2 Three half units
On the other hand, if the multiplier is a fraction, the operation becomes predominantly one of division, but one in
which the operation of multiplication is also invoked For
example, in Figme 3 you can see that, in '1/2 of 3', it is the
group of tlu·ee units that is divided into two parts

D
Figure 3 One half of three units
The last possible case of multiplication in the domain of
positive rational numbers is the one consisting of the product
of two fractions. This is simply a combination of the cases of
fraction-multiplier with that of the flaction-multiplicand as
treated above: that is, in spite of the symbolization for
multiplication used in writing the equation, the predominant operation here is that of division. In fact, division is
the only operation involved in those cases where both the
multiplier and the multiplicand are unit fractions For example, in Figure 4 you can see that, in '1/2 of 1/3 ', it is the unit
that is first divided into three parts followed by the division
of one of these parts into two parts
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One unit

These various cases of multiplication with rational numbers are summarized in Table I

_ ·-

.·

OPERATION
Pure multiplication

Integer

One unit divided into three parts

(No other operation is involved)

illteger

Multiplication
Fraction
(Some division;, involved)
Division

Integer or fraction

Fraction

(Some multiplication may be ilwolved)

One third of a unit divided into two parts

Table 1

One half of one third of a unit

Rational multiplication

Before considering the case of multiplying with irrational
numbers, Table 2 in the appendix indicates how each of
Greer's (1992, p 280) ten classes of multiplicative situations
can be given a uniform analysis simply in terms of the transfer of units of count or measure involved in the domain of
rational number multiplication
The irrational numbers

Figurr 4 One halfofone-fhird unit

When at least one of the factors in the multiplication is a
non-unit fraction, the predominant operation is still that of
division, but multiplication is also called upon Consider
the multiplication '2/3 of 1/2' in Figme 5
One-half unit

One-half unit divided into three parts

The geometric representation of irrationals and of operations with irrationals was, of course, not practical. It
rulgbt be logically satisfactory to think of v'2 x J3 as an
area of a rectangle, but if one needed to know the product in order to buy floor covering, he would not have
it (Kline, 1972, p 49)

While it has been shown here that the transfer from a
smaller- to a larger-scaled unit of measure can be the foundation of multiplication in the domain of all rational
numbers, can it be extended to all real numbers? In other
words, can multiplication involving irrationals, either as
multipliers, or as multiplicands, or both, still make sense?
Davydov's (1992) definition of the concept of multiplication does not in any way require that the operation be
performed ouly in practical, finite situations. One way to see
that multiplication involving irrationals is indeed possible
without comprorulsing the definition is to consider irrational
numbers as expressed in their infinite decimal expansion
More specifically, any irrational number can be expressed as
an infirtite sum of rationals For example,

-12

One third of one half of a unit

~

14142

~

I + 4/10 + 1/100 + 4/1000 + 2/10000 +

Consequently, the case of multiplying with irrational numbers is nothing more than an infinite iteration of rational
multiplication For example,
Two-thirds of one half of a unit

2 x-!2 ~ 2 x (I + 4/10 + 1/100 + 4/1000 + 2/10000
+
~

)

(2 X I)+ (2 X 4/10) + (2
(2 X 2/10000) + .

X

1/100) + (2

X

4/1000) +

It is obvious that any case in which the multiplier, the multiplicand or both is irrational decomposes into one or more
Figure 5 Two fhirdsofone-halfunit
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of the fom cases of multiplication involving ouly rationals

However, Fowler (1985a) clearly issues a caution, in
cases such as 1.4142 x 1 7321 = 24495 :
Increasing familiarity with the new techniques then
leads to the belief that any arithmetic smn is possible,
and so to the confidence to use the arithmetic in bolder
and bolder ways; and nagging worries like those about
the meaning of .J2 x {3 = .[6 recede in the face of a
technique that is so successful in practice. (I can easily
explain the idea of addition to anybody, including
myself, but multiplication sums like this often seem
much more mysterious) (p 20)
But just what is it that is so 'mysterious' here? Is it the
design of an effective multiplication algorithm to obtain a
product or is it the concept of multiplication itself? Although
Fowler (1985b) presents an example of the complexity, even
the impossibility, of carrying through the arithmetic opera-

tion of multiplication with such numbers, there is no reason
to believe that somehow the concept of multiplication is
itself the somce of the problem The feasibility of obtaining
a product should not be confused with the essence of the
concept of multiplication One must distinguish between
features dependent on the algorithm ajld those dependent
upon the underlying concept
In light of these comments, I can say that this theory of
multiplication is unifmm in that it requires just one definition of the concept of multiplication in the domain of real
numbers. This concept of multiplication applies independently of whatever number set is involved in the operation
It is asymmetrical because the roles of multiplier and multiplicand cannot always be interchanged. In fact, as presented
in Table 1, it is these very roles that determine the operations
actually at play in the problems expressed by multiplication
formulas For example, in the case of a fractional multiplier,
the operation of division is necessarily involved

Conclusion
The mathematical didactician's first task is similar in some
respects to that of a philosopher's in that he or she must get
clear about concepts, in tltis case mathematical concepts My
attempt here has been to make a start at doing just that in
defending a mtiform theory of multiplication. A survey of
the literature indicates that the concept of multiplication
seems to have been defined mainly in terms of its diverse
applications, the definition consequently changing with each
application (e . g. equal groups, Cartesian product, rates, etc)
As Clark and Karnii (1996) remind us:

If we want to teach multiplication, we must first understand the nature of multiplicative tltinking. (p. 50)
And a single definition of the concept is a propaedeutic to a
clear, unified understanding of such a nature Moreover,
without a uniform theory, studies on the learning of multiplication result in scattered bits of information dealing with
specificities rather than being an elucidation of the learning
of the concept in general
Davydov's (1992) Lakatos-like approach in his analysis
of multiplication procedures was the key to his success in
discerning a single definition of multiplication that is applicable in all natural number situations Lakatos (1976), in

criticizing formalism, argued that mathematics cannot be
dissociated from its history, since the very development
of mathematical thought recapitulates in brief the
whole history. Rather than getting lost in the diversity of
multiplication situations in search of an explanation,
Davydov went directly to the source: why did we need the
concept of multiplication in the fust place? In other words,
what sort of problem was originally encountered for which
the solution led to the development of this particular
concept?
In answer to tltis, Davydov developed and experimented
with a theory of multiplication of natural nmnbers that considers the transfer of units of counts as its foundation For
example, it has been tempting to consider the arithmetic
procedure of repeated addition for the frequently encountered situation of equal groups, which according to
Fischbein et al. (1985) corresponds to "features of human
mental behavior that are primary, natural, and basic" (p 15),
to be elemental to the concept of multiplication However,
whether or not there are such mental featutes, it is the transfer of units of count (the nmnber of objects in each group to
the nmnber of groups) that actually permits such a situation
to be conceived as multiplicative in the first place.
A uniform foundation for the concept of multiplication
such as that advanced by Davydov ( 1992) is not entirely
radical Consider the fact that the decimal system of nmneration arises from forming groups of units that then become
themselves new units of count, and so on. In fact, this link
to numeration is evidence that defining multiplication as a
transfer of units of count inserts itself coherently into the
network of mathematical notions usually taught at the elementary level The link it provides among multiplicative
situations involving only natural numbers is also of the
utmost impmtance to the learning of multiplication, especially since children's difficulties reportedly vary in
accordance with the situations Fm instance:

It has been found in previous research [. ] that the
cartesian product aspect of multiplication is more difficult for children to understand (Anghileri, 1989,
p 369)

But, if the childr·en came to understand that the same concept
is called upon in situations that on the surface may seem
different and new (cf Table 2), then surely such difficulties
could be alleviated. In the case of the Cartesian product, we
can say that each member of the first set is treated as the
larger unit of count, since it must be paired with every
member of the second set
In addition to linking all natural multiplicative situations,
the extendability to all real multiplicative situations accounts
for the force of the account adumbrated in this article In
particular, simply by considering the more general sense of
measure rather than the particular sense of count, Davydov's
definition becomes foundational in the domain of all real
numbers, no longer confined simply to the set of natural
numbers In fact, it was shown above that multiplication in
the real nmnber system is nothing more than rational multiplication or the iteration of rational multiplication That is,
the concept of multiplication is preserved and it is the nature
of the nmnbers that determine the outcome of the operation
17

Unlike other non-uniform theories of multiplication in
which the extension to rational numbers requires vaiious
extensions, each peculiat to a specific aspect of the concept
(e.g "rectangular area can be generalized to rectangles the
measures of whose sides are fractional" - Greer, 1992,
p 278), this new theory of rational multiplication simply
relies on the old, unjustly forgotten roles of multiplier and
multiplicand in determining the operation performed
(cf Table 1), without having to change the meanings of
either operation of multiplication or division . In fact, this
uniform theory offers the insight that only those cases in
which both the multiplier and the multiplicand are integers
are considered pmely multiplicative; the other cases,
although presented in the form of multiplication, actually
invoke the operation of division by virtue of the nature of the
numbers the operation is perfmmed on.
In so doing, it also explains away another common difficulty children have in learning multiplication with fractions:
accepting a product that is smaller than either factor. In each
case of rational multiplication as outlined above, either the
product is larger than either multiplier or multiplicand or,
when at least one fraction is involved, some part of the overall operation invokes division by a whole number rendering
the result smaller So pure multiplication always yields a
larger product And as has already been shown, this is so
even when at least one of the factors is negative
As can be seen, the impact of such a uniform theory of
multiplication is far reaching For the past decade,
researchers have considered children's over-generalisations
and over-simplifications as a source of many obstacles to
their learning and, indeed, have used these obstacles to
analyse mathematical concepts into lists of ever-motediscrete sub-concept particles Maybe it is time to look at it
differently: can researchers instead appreciate these innate
capacities to over-generalise and over-simplify and learn
from them to capture the essential? In the present case, the
common sense impression "Multiplication makes bigger"
should have been considered a clue for understanding multiplicative thinking rather than be labelled as one of "the most
notorious misconceptions about mathematics" (Graeber,
1993, p 408)
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Appendix
CLASS

IYPE OF RATIONAl

TRANSFER OF UNITS OF
COUNT/MEASURE

MULIIPLICAIION

PROBlEM

MUI:TIPLICATION

Equill
Groups

3 children each have 4 oranges
How many do they have
altogether?

Child 1

Child 2

Child 3

Pure multiplication
(Each of the three children has four oranges )

Equill
measures

3 children each have 4 2 litres
of orange juice How much
orange juice do they have
altogether?

Child 1

Child 2

Child 3

4 2 litres

4 2litres

4 2litres

Multiplication/division
(Division of the fifth litre into ten parts is
involved to obtain the 2/10 of a liter in
4 2 litres of orange juice that each of the
three children gets )

1st sec

znd sec

3rd sec

01 ot4thsec

42m

42m

42m

042 m*

Rate

A boat moves at a speed of
4 2 metres per second How far
does it move in 3 1 seconds?

*042m=11l0of42m

Measure
conversion

An inch is about 2 54 em
About how long is 3 1 inches
in centimetres?

1 in

lin

1 in

01 in

254cm

254cm

254cm

0 254 em*

"0 254 em= 1/10 of 2 54 em

Multiplicative
comparison

Part/whole

Iron is 0.88 times as heavy as
copper If a piece of copper
weighs 4.2 kg how much does
a piece of iron the same size
weigh?

A college passed the top 3/5 of
its students in an exam. If 80
students did the exam how
many passed?

1st time

2nd time

ssth time

0042 kg*

0 042 kg

0042 kg

"0042kg=ll100of 42kg

1st time

2nd time

Cartesian
product

Rectangular

"'"

l/5 of 80 students

A piece of elastic can be stretched to 3.3 times its original
length What is the length of
a piece 4.2 metres long when
fully stretched?

1st stretch

If there are 3 routes from A to
B. and 4 routes from B to C,
how many different ways are
there going from A to C via B 7

BtoC

BtoC

BtoC

BtoC

3 routes
AtoB

3 routes
AtoB

3 routes
A to B

3 routes
AtoB

1m width

1m width

1m width

0 3m width

42mlong 42mlong 42mlong

l 26m long*

What is the area of a rectangle
3 3 metres long by 4 2 metres
wide?

42m

2nd stretch 3rd stretch

42m

42m

0 3 stretch
126m*

* 126m=31l0of42m

*126m= 3110 of 4 2m

Product of
measures

If a heater uses 3.3 kilowatts
of electricity for 3 2 hours. how
many kilowatt-hours is that?

1st hour

2nd hour

3rd hour

0 2 of 4th hour

33kW

33kW

33kW

0 66 kW*

* 0 66 kW = 2/10 of 3 3 kW

Table 2
19

Analysis of Greer's ten classes of multiplicative situations

MultiplicationJdivision
(Division of the third centimetre into
100 parts is involved to obtain the 54/100
of a em in 2 54 corresponding to each of the
three inches and division of the length 2 54
into ten is involved to obtain the length in
centimetres covered by l/10 of the fourth
inch)
MultiplicationJdivision
(Since the weight of iron is 88 hundredths
that of the weight of copper, the division
of the 4 2 kg into 100 parts is involved
to obtain the measure in kg of one of those
hundredths that is then counted 88 times )
Multiplicationldivision
(Division of the 80 students into
5 parts is involved to determine 115
of the 80 students then that number
is counted 3 times in order to find 3/5
of the SO students )

16* students 16 students 16 students

*16 students=

Multiplicative
change

3rd time

Multiplication/division
(Division of the fifth metre is involved to
obtain the 2/10 of a metre in 4 2m travelled
in each of the seconds and division of the
length 4 2m into ten parts is involved to
obtain the length covered in l/10 of the
fourth second )

Multiplicationldivision
(Division of the fifth metre into ten parts
is involved to obtain the 2/10 of a metre
in 4 2 m and division of the 4 2 minto
10 parts is involved to obtain the 3/10
of that length in 3/10 of a stretch)
Pure multiplication
(For each of the four routes from B to C
there are three possible routes from A to B )

MultiplicationJdivision
(Division of the fifth metre into ten parts
is involved in obtaining the 2/10 of a
metre in the length 4 2 m of the rectangle
and division of the fourth metre into ten
parts is involved in obtaining the 3/10 of
a metre in the width of 3 3 m )
Multiplicationldivision
(Division of the fourth kilowatt is involved
in obtaining the 3/10 of a kilowatt in 3 3 kW
and division of the 3.3 kW into ten parts
is involved in obtaining the measure of
kilowatt of electricity consumed in 2/IO
of an hour.)

